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It is ddubtful that we Will ever az14ave,anythinx.lik Fecognized.

PerfOotion ip.olanguage. materials. 'Factors effecting liknguage change,-Lial ,.
,

especially lexical change, occur often enough to make minor but

,noticeable dikferences'appear in relative short periods. Also,

language teachers and students are( so varied in goals, teMpetnient,
i

I

,

.

.

.0 4..,

and teehni to that it would be impossibile to Satisfy everyone
) k.

with% -

'

_

_
.

'

.

, one or two texts. Tliert,
too:\general language pedagogy continues to \.

-
.

develop and new texts are always needed to test those advances.

One could make a caseO for continuing production in all phases-

! (

of language materials and hopefully this will take place, InA obviously

we can't have everything. There it not enough time, money, or energy

to keep such an operatiop, going full timee,jUnfortunately, there is

al.so the fact' that there ;i8 too little prestige or compensation for the

.
..

preparation Of language materials for. low enrollment courses of the

uncommonly tau t languages. The result is that priorities must be

looked for in an attempt to concentrate available resources on the

w iweakest points in the materials chain.

*.While I may desp4ir of. reaching any agrtement,'I
would still like

to propose some suggestions based on ten years of university. teaching

usiv chiefly, the Yale and De Francis Chinese texts as care materials.

'More important for forming these opinions has been my. last three years

as organizer aa director of Cornell University's 'intensive Chinese

language program. Vag. type of conoentratedtaRBroach seems to
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ereate -',a qualitative difference in reds. ItNis.not just more of the

.
.

same compressed and speeded up. Ptis type of course puts increased'

demandlieniptudento teacher, and'materials and -quickly highlights -'

.
.

the weaknesses 4nd gaps in materials while changing one's perspective
-

.-

. )

.

,

'

)?

en course design.
,

.

.

I should point out that althouethe government and'hilitary

/
.

language schoels have been doing this sort of thing for a long time,"

it is clear th'iat intensive courses in academia are, not the same thihg.

The differences seem minor at first but actually they 'are significant-
.

'

in tke long run. Firit, the, motivation for students'In aeademia must

be all carrot and no stick. Seldom do we'find any feeling that one's.

ib
whole flartu're is intimately bound up with perferMance In the language

program. Students 'are in the course, by cEloice and, can always shift

back to a, less demanding and slower program. We have no control

beyond our ability to convince them thAt they are learning Chinese.

There seems to be a clear contrast with the Defense LanguageInstitute

and the Foreign Service Instituto in this respect.

A second but even more important difference between academic
. /

and non - academic :intensive programs is the contrast in goals. An

academic" program must be targeted equally against speaking and reading.

The majbrity of our students are working to prepare themselves for

higher Ieve. academic research. They must-be able to speak the

language but they must, also be able to de research in the written .

I

langnage. The non-academic language schools may achieve this reading

3
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in two r'three intensive years *for those studen ts who cortlnUe. But
. .

balance all through the program

lra tiro- -onp es just- as- 3;o11--pre-pared- in speak ,

and reading am' kis counterpart in any regular paced Chinene course

he El t enter. We must look upon ourselves as a} service organization

CouurceS
.

for other acOemiclixstitutions and.-design ourArOr earlier aid fuller

reading components, 11e work for'an equal balance of reading and speaking
r

from the firOr week. 1
.:

To many linguists of the audiolingual persuasiOn this early

o

reading ip heresy. We,still get constant argument .that our students

sIould be able to speak first then takeupvreading. while we agree

Let this might be best in an ideal world it'is too slow and too.

wasteful forAoday's Asian Studies students. -The argument wAd be
n

)\.
I.

stronger vith-ganguages having some approximation of a phonetic script,
a

L ._,: .

but it weakns as script and phonTilogy diverge. C inese is thelrextreme
t

orthographycase of minimum feedback between orthography and sound System ndl'as

a result, there is, more justification forgiving.the reading program

special status.

In cage-this sounds like a call for a retreat to the middle ages

of languag.e pedagogy,1 let me hastn to affirm that I stisongly support
.

the audiolingual method. I believe, however,"that its strict application

4

..

.

to,reading skills has been less than beneficial, or, more accurately,
k

not-optimally successful'. 'with all dpe respect for theachidvements in
e--

both speaking and reading under the, prestige met hods of the
*
1950's and

e-
. A

60's, there, is still no reason why a linguist could nob design a program

1

a
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to achieve optimal controlof any or. all phases of language skill, .
,

. ,,, ) , .
..

reading and/or speaking, tmoa,givein' amount df time. 'And
1.

we need. not

xestrict ourselVes to traditionalsequences`iinel
/

ds diptate another ,
-

,

i .... ...-..

ceUr01-.--. -Me know more about-the ppy-etIO i-Off-an-d---physiologyaf-rearling ' .-.,
(

thall'we did 10 or 15 years ago, and .thec:Ikt le less reason to view it

as simply a straight line development of spoke ldnEuage skills.
'I %

4
.

4

.b

This is especially ,true in
.

ian ideographic script like Chnese°and
/

one weakness of our beginning reading materials derives from a. basic'

misunderstanding of .014 116haem.

. , r-
The result of the above thinking,is that the majorTfrea.

for rewo r.g our Chinese materials at'this time should be in the. -

reading phase, particularly in the elementarktexts. ,We sholild atop

devoting so much of the student timd to learning to read conversational
.

.

Chinese. High frequency conve sational vocabulary does, not coincide

o -

neatly with high frequency newspaper and' journal vocabulary. .Much too

'much time and energy
/
is spent learning to read transcriptions of.

J. 4

rudimentary speech instead of Amplified° written materials. For

example,' about one half of the De' Francis Beginning .Chineie Reader' is

J , -

conversation and dialogs: This in spite of the fact that the companion

tr

Volume titled Beginning Chinese is designed to teach the conversational

k, a
t .

,
, --

phase. This imbalance is redlice) d slowly but it continues throughout

his Intermediate and Advanced Readers.- The rest of his reading text c

.. is good and the motivatipn for selection and repe,tition of characters

%
.

,

.

t

is excellent, but the overall effect iG something less than an 'honest'

reaper. I still think his Reader is the best, available but

0

c-
t)

444
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for acadenCic k
purposee.Ittwoulq prefer,; less conveeation in the raader)

, .., i ,..

. . 1 ,

.and.leps time lag between the introduction aof a grammatioal rule nd
n

r

the appearance of the same,ruLeikthe spoken te We 'still need at
s

. t
genuine '13eginhing Reader for Chinese.

ENAt the int4Medtate readine stag Twenty Lectures in Chinese

. Culture does a very good job of handling half of the problem. It is

. . 0./

an excellent midway written Chinese tbxt,and'it makes good transition
.

,,, .

,

.between any elementaty text and mature, adult

newspapers and periodicals.

However, there,is a nod for a companion intermediate volute int

short. form charac-ters and having a Mainlanehlant. This should

definitely not be an attempt to presentqthe most up-,todate Communist

Criinese as pUO.ished in

jargon and the most recent poritital slogans.- Rather it Rhould be

ten to twenty ohortlespons dealing with Chinese Communist background

materials: the Long Mexch, th6 Yenan period, land reform, refores ation,

party and governMent institutions, etc. Such a book should be be

nonpolitical as pogeible and till use muc of 'tbe, basic etore.of.

i4iMs, names, and concepts,which every school child knbws in China.

The mainland texts and teaching mat*ials are unfortunately very weak
/.

,

in pedagogical methOd and cannot be recOmmended for classroom use.

1

..fit the advanced reading stage a student should beLin undoctored

written materials and wehave plenty of good prepared at'this

level -- for example, the Mills Reader or the Chi materials on Commtnism.

Also, almost any present day publicrttion would fill the bill here with

or withqut some degree of help in the form of prepared vocabularies

4



° and notes.

'-lemdl.herePat the end of the intermediate level.th4re.is the need

6.

-

- :

for upd4Aid newspaper readers. The Yale texts are getting old now but

there is nothing to "replace them.,

I haVediscusaed mitten materialsfiist simply be ause I feel this

area has received less serious linguistic attention tha the spoken..,

In my opinion, on any sart of scale' of excellence oun available spoken

%texts are better. than the available written texts. I also feel thai,'

' ,our dictionaries are adequate.'EverYthing could stand improveinent and

updating, but len faced with'priority dedisions I would vote tb start

7 first on introductory general readers and intermediate shortform

I/
character texts.

Here something should be said about the wide spread myth that

changes on the Mainland have been so extreme` that none of today's

textb is adequate and that none.of our Students cancommunicate with

Maifirand speakers. It has been seriously suggested that we retire

all our texts and start over witli.neumaterlals for teaching this
% .

.

radicalliochanged and elusive language. In my view, any large effort

in this direction would be a mistake'of priorities, a potential waste

or misuse of time and .money; and a reflection of a basic misunderstanding

of the langu. e problems motivating this feeling of inadequacy.

InIthe first Olace the Mai di changes have been almost exclusively

restricted to the very narrow confines of today's political-ivocabulary.

In the phonology, syntax, and perhaps 98 percent of the basic iocabulaiy

there has bben not enough change to merit a footnote in anrof our

0,
_l 4

aodepfable spoken texts. However, todayl% political slogans and doctrines

I

.
1

. se
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present a continuous ride and fall of riew terminology which*everY

Eainrand Chinese masters within,days of' a-formal publication orbroad-
-

.cast from Peking. A greatly increased literacy rate coupled with a

narrow range of reading matte has combined with pressure toward verbalv

4i'
expression in public and small group sessions. The result bas been

that almost espy Chinese call hendle the lat%st political conceptsiwith
-

ease and/at length, whilb a recent arrival will flounder in a.morass

of now vocabulary and ideas.' No outsider hasmuch serious long-
/

4' lasting di.fficulty with.this problem, but the initial shook can be

traumatic, especially to native speakers and adv-ancedrstudents--expecting

to understand,eieerything.
,

I' feel that the best help for this problem is not in the form of
. 4

a brand new language text. Auk new text would be out of date at the

ii

moment ofpuipficatkon and the constant expense of updating would bes .

p ohibitive. Rather I would prOPose a small periodic publication,'

- A . .

' pos ibly in the form of A newsletter,,updating current political uocab-
,

ulary. This would appropriately include new lexicon, capsule explanations

of new sloggns and themes, a4d a collection of named and terms which,

1

q.,
.

have-become obsolete br taboo -- u-oing yesterday's vocabulary

,

I indistyiminately can than not kroWing today's.

In any event, the Mainitand Problem in not a top priority consideration

in Chinese spoken language teaching, but it will doubtless continue

to attract a.lgre5tt deal of enthusiastic attention, I submit; that it

is not 1a problem for basic texts but rather an appropriate area for

research and special study for the adv;Inced student or apamdma

8
e.

,f
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prospective traveler who will turn to recent neVtpapers and broadcasts

for the materialhe needs.' There is no other way to keep up-to-date

with changes that ,take place so" often And so unexpectedly.

Mlen one examines the spdkOn Chinese texts in use today the

general impression is that beginning texts do not constitute the main

problem. Either De. Francis-or. Te4kesbury and Fenn seem / .adequate for most
y

'introductory aoad.emic courses; Most of the valid criticisms of these

texts come.in the form of arguing about details here:and thereo

chief contributioto such discussions would be thoform cf
,

t

for the next auger of a. beginning_text to spread the grammar'out b -

- ,

more evenly and to introduce more diffieult grammatical features at'

B . .,)

an earlier point in the text. There is no reason to save such things
%

. .

as aspect and resultativo verbs until the.last, and iiifactafstudent -
.

would obviously benefit by eary.iesr and longer etposute,to such problems.
) , ,-

.Also, when new spoken texts are being designed I recommend that

they be .written with the self-study programs in mind. There are several

reasons for this. First, if the book is designed to be used by the

unaided beginner, it should be that much more useful when used with

q native speaker and/or teacher. Too often a modern jrext putsso much

reliance on the expanations and guidance of_a teacher that the average

student finds he learns well only when the teacher is right at hand.

Tapes and drills are usually written to parrot the text and the ext

en needs additional explanation: This could be solved by put ingAs

' an additional tape Component with each lesson, material adding 'soirething

new to the ,learning processdather than simply reinfercing the textual
D

A
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material. If the author pegan with the concept that the, student might

have to do it arl on his, own, both tape and text would present a better

heltp-to----leve-1---out- the individual

')

differences' ot,;teachers.in tertn-13-of'-experteircre

. Second, the - co'ur'se and to5xt Osigndd to give maximum help to the

student working alone would, be of great value in encouraging and improving

programs based on self-instruction tuch*Las the New York State-Critical .

Languages Program. For the immediate future these programs seem to be

1 the moat practical way of spreading C4inese instruction into schools
A

lacking a major Asian ,languages thrust. These programs should be
.. ,

.

.
I

supported, not as thebest possible way to learn a language, but rather

,k,

,

as the only lie,y to learn it under certain conditions..
. . .

Third, 'such tapes and texts would be most useful to' the. student

. I
; who wants to go over the material as a.pi5rsonal review or re0'esher

.

course.
/

; -

Obviously we would be better off ii special texts and tapes were produced

;

for both self-study and refresher courses. But given the unlikelihood

that thiscould-be done very soon, it would seem bOt.to cover all the.

possibilities with the specially designed text and tape conihinatiOns

with the self-study student in mind. /If necesbary, ,ateachers' guide

could give instructions on how best to- orgailize or modify the material

for formal classroom use.

One last point as an area iniVhich all the available intermediate ''

and advanced spoken languagetexts are weak. Too little attention ip

paidjto the point that as a student improves he moves from a sentenA ce

building phase into a'Conversation or discourse building phase. Too\

oftei intermediate and advanced stgiften texts are merely more of'the

10
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same beginning approaCh 7-,more vocabuary, more artificial dialogs,

-

ammatical nottes
iiather than a move into extsnded discourse,

--t-wo-ww-convermats
of a longer and more natural kind. Ai:present-

students who can uttel, or understand a grammatiCal sentence still often

have trouble uttering or understanding three grammatical Sentences in

,

siquence. Texts-and tapts.can be designed.to give increasinglpractice

, .

.

.

in this skill, and the language used could'and
should be moro natural

.than-the sterilized conversapUns of most second and third level texts.

I'would propose an earlier introduction to aetual live conversations,

completely unedited but well annotatedp'as a method to develop the

.

'

4. .

,skills and self- confidence
needed in unrehearsed, real life situations.-

4

;uch a course could be eveloped as a supplement to one of the
Q

present spoken'texts. It Would require large amounts Of recorded.spoken

material for examination and selection. It would also require a heavy -

reliance A the,tape component, a phase of material-development
which

has been neglected so far. And for obvious reasons.
Language pedagogy

even now lis not entirely free of ':Vdie, feeling that
tapes are only a

isogra
substitute for a native speaker. Few teachers or students really

undernand that tapes do things which no human can do, such as repeat'

in absolutely identical
fashion for an unlimited number of times.

A well designed tape component should be part' of Lsz spoken

language program.

. But another reason
'Weaknesses of many tape component'S

of present language programs is'the fact that good tape programs

I

ow/



d6sign and production ...E3 '0

the least rewarding of the

ne

,

of'the'most, debanding and. at the. same time

'materials productiolsdrocess. There is.t_
or financial, to the author oflittle or no return,. ei=t ei academic

a tape program. Until we can eliminate thamisunderstagAiit of the

.

of thp tapes afid improve the recognition for 'their production, we

cannot .reasonably expect a well balanced and efficient spoken,
I

program.

.1
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